
Content & Media Snapshot 

April has been the month of 
excitement to say the least, with 
new partnerships being formed, new 
platforms being launched and most 
exciting of all…the return of NAB!!

Fancy a listen?

As wonderful as zoom is, it was brilliant to be back on the road 
again and meeting everyone face to face at NAB! Seeing and 
hearing all about the growth within the industry was amazing, 
along with meeting lots of familiar and new faces!

This month we saw the Queen has approved the Prime Minister’s 
recommendation that Blackbird should receive a Queen’s Award 
for Enterprise for International Trade 2022.

Moreover, further success was highlighted by MediaKind 
announcing an extension to its strategic partnership with
Microsoft to enable new opportunities for video content owners, 
broadcasters, operators, and enterprises to accelerate their video 
digital transformation.

Following NAB it is clear that growth is paramount throughout the 
industry at the moment and we’re looking forward to what this 
holds in the future!
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Featured Companies

Conviva announces its availability on 
Google Cloud Marketplace

Intelsat, announced its latest service 
offering: Cloud Connect Media
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XtndNet Launches UK Network 
to Connect Forgotten Broadband 

Arabsat, Developing Infrastructure, and Forsway 
are pleased to announce the formation of XtndNet, 
a radically new broadband ISP targeting under-
connected customers

Read article

Intelsat introduces Cloud Connect 
Media with AWS

Operator of the world’s largest integrated satellite and 
terrestrial network and a leading provider of inflight 
connectivity (IFC) — today announced its latest service 
offering: Cloud Connect Media, a connectivity solution 
that provides programmers with secure access 
between the IntelsatOne Media Network and Amazon 
Web Services (AWS).

Read article

Conviva Launches on Google Cloud 
Marketplace

Conviva announced its availability on Google Cloud 
Marketplace, expanding its partnership with Google 
Cloud and enabling seamless procurement and 
consolidated billing through a single channel.

Read article

Amagi partners with Megaphone 
TV to expand its interactive and 
advertising solutions to streaming 
clients

Amagi, a global leader in cloud-based SaaS 
technology for broadcast and connected TV, today 
announced a partnership with Megaphone TV to 
provide real-time interactive content and advertising 
solutions to Amagi’s streaming and broadcast clients 
at NABSHOW 2022.

Read article
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https://forsway.com/xtndnet-launches-uk-network-to-connect-forgotten-broadband-customers/
https://www.intelsat.com/newsroom/intelsat-supports-programmers-with-cloud-connect-media/
https://www.conviva.com/newsroom/conviva-launches-on-google-cloud-marketplace/
https://www.mediakind.com/news/mediakind-announces-enhanced-strategic-partnership-with-microsoft-to-accelerate-video-digital-transformation/
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Wowza Media Systems has 
announced the launch of Wowza 
Video, an integrated video platform 
for building business-critical 

The one-stop solution delivers every capability 
required for businesses looking to unlock the value of 
video and enhance their applications with streaming 
technology. 

As the next generation of our cloud-based offering, 
Wowza Video combines the simplicity of a single 
video solution with the reliability and scalability that 
today’s businesses require.   

Read article
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Fifa launches Fifa+ to bring free 
football entertainment to fans 

Fifa+ delivers live domestic league games from 
around the globe, match stats, the greatest archive 
in international football, premium original content, 
immersive global storytelling, and much more.

Read article

MediaKind announces enhanced 
strategic partnership with 
Microsoft to accelerate video digital 

MediaKind announces an extension to its strategic 
partnership with Microsoft to enable new 
opportunities for video content owners, broadcasters, 
operators, and enterprises to accelerate their video 
digital transformation.

Read article

Blackbird wins a Queens Award for 
Enterprise 

Blackbird, the technology licensor, developer and 
seller of the market-leading cloud native video 
editing platform, Blackbird, today announced that Her 
Majesty The Queen has approved the Prime Minister’s 
recommendation that the Company should receive a 
Queen’s Award for Enterprise for International Trade 
2022.

Read article

https://www.wowza.com/blog/announcing-wowza-video
https://www.fifa.com/about-fifa/organisation/media-releases/fifa-launches-fifa-to-bring-free-football-entertainment-to-fans-everywhere 
https://nabshow.com/2022/news-releases/nab-show-symposium-to-tackle-diversity-equity-and-inclusion/
https://www.blackbird.video/news-articles/blackbird-wins-a-queens-award-for-enterprise-2022%EF%BF%BC/

